Decode Your Life Purpose
workshop with Richard Unger
Director of the International Institute of Hand Analysis
Like an acorn containing within it a picture of the oak tree it may someday become,
each human has an imprint of their life purpose encoded in their unique and
unalterable fingerprints.
Doctors study fingerprints as a DNA map for disease detection, psychiatrists use
fingerprint analysis to better understand autism and schizophrenia, the Navaho People
say, "The Great Spirit breathes in the breath of life and the tracks of that breath become
our fingerprints." DNA imprint or Great Spirit's breath tracks, anyway you look at it, our
Blueprint for Life is at our fingertips.
Richard will discuss the medical research into fingerprint formation and how this
correlates with soul psychology and life purpose; what life purpose really is, and how
knowing your unique life purpose brings a greater sense of meaning and fulfillment into
your life.
In this Saturday workshop you will study your own fingerprints to decode your Life
Purpose, using a combination of lecture and workbook exercises.
Richard Unger founded the International Institute of Hand Analysis in 1985 and
currently serves as its Director. Institute programs focus on Life Purpose
identification and include a Year-Long Certification Training, Graduate Programs
and Life Purpose Support Groups. He is one of the foremost authorities on hand
analysis in the world today. His unique system of Life Purpose Analysis is the
culmination of fifty years of intensive research including the reading of over
60,000 pairs of hands. Richard has merged his own experience with an
exhaustive study of the medical literature on fingerprints to create a specific and
accurate assessment tool that has been useful to business, therapists and
individuals. He has presented his Life Purpose Analysis System in the U.S.,
Canada, and Europe in lectures, workshops, and on radio and television. Richard
is the author of LifePrints: Deciphering Your Life Purpose from Your Fingerprints.

Saturday July 28, 2018 10AM-4PM
146 Main St., Los Altos, Ca 94022
$140 members $150 non-members
To sign up and register call Mary @ 650-948-0419
Pay with PayPal

